
Insulation  
“If only we had known…" The removal of the pink 
fiberglass insulation was one of the most difficult 
aspects of the destruction phase as it was 
everywhere and we were racing against the ap-
pearance of the hazardous black mold. Bags 
filled with wet insulation were heavy to move and 
the cost for the dumpster and landfill fee was 
daunting.


We put in a rock wool type insulation on the outer 
walls and on the ceiling in the basement (all of 
which held water and disintegrated.) To its credit, 
black mold did not grow but it had to all be re-
moved.


After much consideration we decided upon 
closed spray foam for the exterior walls of the 
basement. 


Deck security 
The deck floated in both floods. In 2018 the 
buoyant force caused part of the veranda railing 
to knock off the heat exchange unit of the living 
room’s propane stove unit. 


The railing was removed before the 2019 flood 
but the deck rose so high that it “fetched up” on 
the new heat exchange unit. The new mini-split’s 
frame moved some with no significant damage. 
 
We have installed six screw piles (seven foot 
pipes with a screw on the end) that are put in 
place by a mini excavator. Having a secure deck 
has great value in damage prevention.


Preparation for flooding: 
 
Re-Construction: 

• Take all utilities out of the basement.


• Insulate basement walls with closed-foam in-
sulation.


• Stabilize outside deck/veranda.


• Install cedar wood floors and pine wainscoting.


Action: 

• Store nothing in the basement! 


• Put all furniture up on tables or saw horses.


• Empty all food perishables and put appliances 
up on blocks.


• Remove or securely tether all items outside.


• Pour concentrated Javex in the basement (until 
it smells like a swimming pool.)


Wi-Wo  
Water In - Water Out 

Lang House BnB in the Village of Gagetown, New 
Brunswick, Canada, utilizes many flood mitigation 

techniques in a riverside home and business.



Decision to rebuild Wi-Wo: 
Lang House was too old and too big to lift (and how 
high would be high enough?) The cost to perform 
such a feat would be one-third the value of the 
home and that price would never be made up in a 
real estate sale. Barrier methods such as a wall or 
dyke would sure to fail against the river as it charges 
along on its way.  
Water-In Water-Out is the only way to keep Lang 
House in Place. The cost of rebuild and adaptations 
is estimated at around $75K.


Keep track (photograph) every step of the way for 
claims purposed. Hopefully Lang House is finished!

Cedar decking and pine 
wainscoting are the choice 
materials for rebuilding in the 
flood zone!

Electrical 

The old wiring that laid in 
the flood water had to be 
replaced. (The electric 
panel was already high.) 
Electric plugs were put 
higher than the flood lev-
els.

Plumbing 

A submersible pump was 
put in the well and a new 
pressure tank was put in 
a kitchen cabinet. Drain 
faucets for the old wing 
were added to protect 
pipes in winter.

Heating and Cooling 

Three mini-split air con-
ditioning and heating 
units replaced a large 
heat pump. Additional 
heat is supplied by a 
propane stove in the 
living room.


Kitchen Appliances 

Electronics do not do 
well after sitting in wa-
ter. The corrosion of the 
dishwasher was obvi-
ous. All the large kitchen 
appliances were re-
placed. 

Ipsum purus pede 
ElectricalE
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Note height of the electrical sockets (at 
least 15 cm above 2018 flood level of  53 
cm inside the sunken living room).  

Wainscoting is 100 cm above the floor.  
In the flood of 2019 when the water 
reached an inside level of 32 cm, neither 
the walls or floors were damaged. The floor 
needed multiple washings but no repair. 


